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Session Objectives

Understand better the connection between Money Laundering and 
Fraud

Make the case for AML and Anti-Fraud teams working together, 
along with other functions

Learn strategies for how AML and Anti-Fraud teams can work 
better together to protect the organization and our communities
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Poll Question #1

What is your role in the organization?
a) Anti-Money Laundering
b) Financial Crime
c) Audit
d) Fraud
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Why Is It Important to Protect Organizations from Fraud & ML/TF?

Manage reputational and regulatory risks faced by organizations

Limit financial losses

Comply with regulatory requirements:
o Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN)

o New York State Department of Financial Services

o U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

o Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

Social and political costs of crime and money laundering

Promotes stability of the financial system
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Fraud and Money Laundering – FINCEN SAR Cases

Suspicious Activity Reports Assist Telemarketing Fraud Investigation

SARs Lead to Serial Mortgage Fraud Offender

SAR Leads to Recovery of Funds Derived from Foreign Corruption

Metal Traders Charged in International Bank Fraud Scheme

SARs Identify Huge Check Kiting Scheme by Auto Dealer

https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples?field_tags_investigation_target_id=678&page=0

https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/suspicious-activity-reports-assist-telemarketing-fraud
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/sars-lead-serial-mortgage-fraud-offender
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/sar-leads-recovery-funds-derived-foreign-corruption
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/metal-traders-charged-international-bank-fraud-scheme
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/sars-identify-huge-check-kiting-scheme-auto-dealer
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples?field_tags_investigation_target_id=678&page=0
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Fraud and Money Laundering – FINCEN SAR Cases
Suspicious Activity Report Credited with Revealing Bank Fraud 

Scheme and Unraveling Auto Insurance Fraud Ring that Nets 
Principal Defendant Nearly $1.3 Million and a Nine-Year Prison Term

Reports Filed Under the BSA Critical to Largest Medicaid Fraud Case 
in the Nation

SAR Filing Uncovers Investment Fraud Scheme

SARs Identify Internal Fraud at Local Bank

314(a) Results Greatly Enhance Case Involving Material Support to 
Terrorism

https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples?field_tags_investigation_target_id=678&page=0

https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/suspicious-activity-report-credited-revealing-bank-fraud
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/reports-filed-under-bsa-critical-largest-medicaid-fraud
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/sar-filing-uncovers-investment-fraud-scheme
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/sars-identify-internal-fraud-local-bank
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples/314a-results-greatly-enhance-case-involving-material
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/law-enforcement/case-examples?field_tags_investigation_target_id=678&page=0
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The Connection Between Fraud and Money Laundering

How is fraud connected to money laundering?
Criminal activity related to fraud generates money that needs to be laundered—so

where there is fraud, there is money laundering.

Fraud is a crime and is a predicate offence (these crimes are the underlying source
of the money laundering).

 “I want to emphasize that financial institutions can benefit by leveraging their fraud resources
with their AML efforts and starting to take advantage of the significant efficiencies that I see
being available through this leverage … While they are often viewed as separate criminal
enterprises, acts of fraud and acts of money laundering are interconnected: the financial
gain of the fraudulent activity ultimately needs to integrate into the financial system. Therefore
money laundering is often a malignant and pernicious product of fraud.”

James Freis, director of FinCEN
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Fraud Risk Versus Money Laundering Risk

Money Laundering Risk
 Protect the organization against criminals 

using the organization to launder proceeds of 
crime.

 Key question - Where did the money come 
from?

Fraud Risk

 Protect the organization against losses 
from fraudulent activity.

 Key question - Is the money there?
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Fraud Risk Versus Money Laundering Risk (1/4)
Case Study #1: The Travelling Property Developer

 Customer had a credit card account with a limit of $2,000; current balance outstanding
was zero.

Only one person listed on the credit card account.

 Client was self-employed and was working as a property developer and making
$250,000/year.

 The client made a large cheque payment of $20,000 via a bank machine deposit.

 This created a credit balance of $20,000, which is highly unusual for a credit card
account, because normally you owe the bank money, not the other way around.

Was this transaction reasonable for this type of client based on his occupation,
business type, use of product, or past transactions?
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Poll Question #2

Do you see anything unusual in this case?
a) Yes
b) No
c) Not sure
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Fraud Risk Versus Money Laundering Risk (2/4)

Case Study #1: The Travelling Property Developer (Continued)

 Asked to see the account transactions for the past year, and we were
shocked.
o High velocity of transactions on the account; over 75,000 attempted credit card

transactions throughout the year

o Multiple transactions on the same day using different channels (phone, web, in person)
and made from different locations

o ATM withdrawals attempted from foreign locations (higher-risk locations for ML/TF)

 Why was this unusual?
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Fraud Risk Versus Money Laundering Risk (3/4)

Case Study #1: The Travelling Property Developer (Continued)

Found account unusual because:
o A large credit balance for a credit card is not normal for this type of product

o The foreign transactions from a high-risk country for ML/TF

o The high velocity of transactions—which suggested more than one user for the
credit card—that could be used by a terrorist group to fund their operations
overseas

o Client’s profile did not fit with the activity
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Fraud Risk Versus Money Laundering Risk (4/4)

Don’t close the case by answering the question, “Is the
money there?” with the response, “No risk of financial loss.”
You should also ask, “Where did the money come from?”
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Terrorist Financing (TF)

Terrorist financing is quite different from money laundering.

These funds are used for a purpose rather than to conceal the profits of crime.

Generally, they are used not only for the terrorist acts themselves, but also for
mundane expenses, such as food and rent, that are used to sustain the
terrorist group.

9/11 attacks brought this risk to the forefront.

Fraud cases linked to funding terrorism.

Goal of anti-terrorist financing (ATF) programs is to detect, deter, and disrupt 
terrorist financing.
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Terrorist Financing (TF)

“The next time that your credit card is used to buy gas, 
dinner at a restaurant, clothing, or for online shopping, 
please recognize that your card numbers and personal 
information just might end up buying plane tickets, 
binoculars, or a GPS system to outfit a terrorist and equip 
an extremist planning to kill innocent civilians. This is the 
everyday reality of credit card fraud.” 

Credit Card Fraud Is Funding Terrorist Networks by Mark 
Herpel
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Red Flags for ML and Fraud – A Case Study (1/2)
Case Study #2: The New York Travel Consultant

Mortgage for a new house in LA was $1 million with a down payment of $200,000

35-year-old client worked as a travel consultant in New York, but then was going to
move to LA and still work for the same company out of its LA office

Client stated annual income of $400,000

Letter of employment was provided on company letterhead, and the bank called the
employer to confirm details

Driver’s license was provided, but from FL with an Orlando address

Client provided investment broker statement showing investments of $2 million, but
the statement was faxed and looked like it had been doctored

Why was this unusual?
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Poll Question #3

Do you see anything unusual in this case?
a) Yes
b) No
c) Not sure
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Red Flags for ML and Fraud – A Case Study (2/2)
Case Study #2: The New York Travel Consultant (Continued)

Found account unusual because:
o Client’s age and occupation versus salary, which seemed high

o Orlando address on the driver’s license—how did FL fit into the picture?

o Faxed investment statement appeared to have been manipulated

o Googled the employer’s phone number and BINGO!

o Phone number belonged to a sophisticated business answering service

o Found out that the client had been making payments from Western Union by wiring the
payments

o In the end, the client stopped making payments and defaulted on the mortgage

o Several factors in this case indicated money laundering, but they also indicated fraud
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (1/6)

There are often separate groups that try to protect the organization
from money laundering and fraud.

AML groups often do work that is similar in nature to anti-fraud
groups, but their reasons for doing so can be quite different.

Organizations can benefit by leveraging their anti-fraud resources
with their AML efforts.

But how?
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (2/6)
Option One: Integrating the Two Groups Into One

One transaction monitoring (TM) system running both fraud and AML
rules

Customer-centric database that provides a holistic view of the customer’s
total relationship with the bank

One case management system, which allows for easier hand-off of files
between analysts and investigators

Group should not be split by anti-fraud and AML staff, but by skill set
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (3/6)
Option One: Integrating the Two Groups Into One

A team within the group that would need to be tasked with:
o Creating polices and procedures

o Complying with changing regulations

o Communicating and working with the businesses to implement
effective AML programs

o Dealing with regulators and auditors

Designate an AML officer who is experienced to deal with
AML, and not only fraud issues. Regulatory expectations of
the AML officer are quite high.
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (4/6)

Option One: Challenges

 Anti-fraud groups are better established, have greater resources than AML groups, and are
better able to justify their worth to the bottom line.

 AML groups cannot directly quantify their value to the bottom line and have not been around as
long.

 There’s a risk that AML could be overtaken by the anti-fraud group and limit the resources
available to AML in a merger.

 Regulators are wary of any reduction in resources or stature for the AML group and would still
expect all the requirements of the AML officer and the AML group to be met.

 Complex cultural and regulatory issues need to be looked at before any integration could take
place.

 Benefits of integration may not be enough to overcome the challenges.
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (5/6)

Option Two: Increase Collaboration, Not Integration

 Have both groups report to the same senior executive team member.

 Have one common case management system so that files can be easily
handed off between the two groups.

Maintain separate transaction-monitoring systems, but train both anti-fraud
and AML staff to look out for signs or red flags for both fraud and AML.

 Specialized training for the anti-fraud group on AML and specialized training
for AML group on fraud indicators.
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (6/6)

Option Two: Increase Collaboration, Not Integration

 Anti-fraud group could do an annual AML self-assessment for its area
and report this to the AML officer.

 The anti-fraud group could assist the AML group by interviewing
customers to investigate unusual or suspicious activity.

 Have regular meetings between the two groups (at least monthly).
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Poll Question #4

 I think it’s a good idea for Fraud and AML teams to work together.
a) Agree
b) Neither agree nor disagree
c) Disagree
d) Not sure
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (1/2)
Case Study #3: Details of the Case

A bank customer had a business account that was for an online
used car buy-and-sell service.

The customer would tell potential car sellers that he had a buyer
for them, but that the seller would need to pay an advance fee
first.

The seller would then make a deposit to the business customer’s
bank account.

The money would be wired out the next day to a foreign country.

This triggered an AML alert.
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Anti-Fraud and AML Groups Working Together (2/2)
Case Study #3: Details of the Case

The AML group investigated and could not determine that the bank customer was
doing anything wrong, so it just closed the file.

Googled the customer’s business and found several negative news stories, such
as complaints about this business taking people’s money and not providing any
buyers for its cars.

On the bank customer’s website, there was not even one car for sale even though
the bank was told that the business had an online classified service for selling and
buying cars.

In this case, the AML group did not think about sharing this with the anti-fraud
group, but when it finally did, the anti-fraud group investigated and shut down the
customer’s account.
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Specialized AML Training for Anti-Fraud Staff

Face-to-face, in-class training

Talk about why this is important:
o Legal responsibilities

o Reputation risk

o Leveraging resources more effectively

Use case studies of actual scenarios that happened at the organization that link
fraud & AML

Go over the process for reporting SARs in the organization:
o How do they report something unusual/suspicious to the AML group?
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Specialized AML Training for Anti-Fraud Staff

Testing after the course is recommended.

Open a line of communication between AML and anti-fraud group.
o Ongoing dialogue, monthly meetings

Record attendance (sign-in sheet).

Provide participants with certificates (can be used for continuing education
credits).
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Concluding Thoughts . . .

Fraud and money laundering are similar and connected

Fraud and ML/TF are emerging risks that organizations
need to get better at mitigating

Opportunity to capitalize on potential benefits from 
increased collaboration between anti-fraud groups and 
AML groups such as:

Cost savings
Enhanced intelligence
Leverage technology and expertise
Reduce the cost of burden on business (time and dollars)
Protecting our organization and our communities from
criminals



Questions?

Contact:
Salmin (Sal) Jadavji, 
LLM, CAMS, CFE
salminjadavji@gmail.
com
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More Examples of How Anti-Fraud & AML Groups Can Work Together

1.How can mortgages be used for money laundering?
a.Where is the down payment coming from?

b.Where are the ongoing mortgage payments coming from?

c.Does it make sense that early payouts incur a large penalty after only one or two years?

2.A client requests a refund, and the anti-fraud group assesses whether the request
is legitimate to avoid suffering a credit loss—but what about assessing the money
laundering risk? Where did this credit balance come from?

3.If a large cash deposit is made at a branch, the anti-fraud group will look at it from
a physical-security/theft-prevention perspective—but what about assessing the
money laundering risk?
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